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Little did Linda Christensen know when she walked into a 40-degree, rotating cooler in 1972 that inside that cooler, over

the next 50 fairs, she would carve 41,500 pounds of butter into the likenesses of more than 550 young women involved

in dairy farming.

In that time, traditions developed around the “butterheads” including the lives they go on to live after the fair, some

as centerpieces on wedding tables, in cookie dough for hundreds of holiday baking exchanges, at town corn feeds, and

church pancake breakfasts. Some remain in farm family freezers for decades.

Linda jokes that through cooler conversations with her subjects she has achieved at least a graduate degree in

theoretical dairy farming. She has also learned much about the history of butter, of butter sculpting, of women's

traditional contributions to their home dairies, and the new story of women dairy farmers.

Minnesotans have honored Linda for gaining the state and its dairy farmers national recognition. She enjoys the

status of Minnesota icon. Now she relives her many unique memories, not only of her butter carving history but of her

early life and journey to becoming the woman who carves butter at the Minnesota State Fair.

About the Author

Linda Christensen earned her Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from the Minneapolis College of Art and Design in 1972

and a master of arts in theology from the University of St. Catherine in 2000. As do many freelance fine artists, she

has scrambled for a living. Often juggling more than one effort at a time, she has been an art teacher; calligrapher;

designed and marketed her own line of greeting cards; gone to the north woods to establish a gift shop and sculpture

studio. Finally, she moved to California where she's made the rounds of craft fairs and farmer's markets. Through it

all, one thing has remained a constant—she has been the Minnesota State Fair butter sculptor. She has stories to tell.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

These are not just stories about the Minnesota State Fair.  

In the book Princess Kay & Me the author discusses:

• City Butter Carver, Country Dairy Princess

• Her Long Journey to What She Does Best

• The Traveling Sculptures

• A Tradition: Rural Meets Urban at the Fair

• Days in the Cooler, and Days on the Farm

• About the Cows

• Loss of  Farms: A Woman's Place

• Things You Don't Know About Butter…And Why You 

Should?

• Her Final Year as the Minnesota State Fair Butter Sculptor: 

One Last Butterhead
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Little did Linda Christensen know when she walked into a 40-degree,

rotating cooler in 1972 that inside that cooler, over the next 50 fairs,

she would carve 41,500 pounds of butter into the likenesses of more

than 550 young women involved in dairy farming.

In that time, traditions developed around the “butterheads”

including the lives they go on to live after the fair, some as

centerpieces on wedding tables, in cookie dough for hundreds of

holiday baking exchanges, at town corn feeds, and church pancake

breakfasts. Some remain in farm family freezers for decades.

Linda jokes that through cooler conversations with her subjects

she has achieved at least a graduate degree in theoretical dairy

farming. She has also learned much about the history of butter, of

butter sculpting, of women's traditional contributions to their home

dairies, and the new story of women dairy farmers.

Minnesotans have honored Linda for gaining the state and its

dairy farmers national recognition. She enjoys the status of

Minnesota icon. Now she relives her many unique memories, not only

of her butter carving history but of her early life and journey to

becoming the woman who carves butter at the Minnesota State Fair.

About the Author

Linda Christensen earned her Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from

the Minneapolis College of Art and Design in 1972 and a master

of arts in theology from the University of St. Catherine in 2000.

As do many freelance fine artists, she has scrambled for a living.

Often juggling more than one effort at a time, she has been an art

teacher; calligrapher; designed and marketed her own line of

greeting cards; gone to the north woods to establish a gift shop

and sculpture studio. Finally, she moved to California where she's

made the rounds of craft fairs and farmer's markets. Through it

all, one thing has remained a constant—she has been the

Minnesota State Fair butter sculptor. She has stories to tell.

What people are saying: As a child growing up attending the fairs

in the early 70's we would watch these sculptures being crafted for

what seemed like hours. Continuing on the tradition with our children

and now grandchildren the joy of sharing that experience had come

full circle.

This book is beautifully written and thoroughly documents the full

history of these amazing works of art along with a significant

background on the process and some fun history on the Minnesota

state fair.
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I have spent over 500 days in a cooler for about six actual working hours each day,

conversing with remarkable young women, all of whom either grew up on a dairy farm or

were connected to the dairy community in life-changing ways. Although annually, only one

of twelve participants for the title is named Princess Kay of the Milky Way for a year-long

reign, throughout this book I refer to them all as princesses—because they all possess the

skills, work ethic and absolute passion for the dairy community they represent.

For every princess whose story I tell in this book, there are many more who have gone

on to similar accomplishments—who care deeply about their farms and animals—who love

the science of dairy. They have taken me on quite a journey.

I have met their families, some of whom return in the years following the day their

princess was in the cooler: some of them to be there for younger sisters or other family

members. They have become what I call my “fair friends.”

Many of the stories I tell are from interviews beginning in 2017 through 2019. In most

cases, I have not tried to update them, although, most certainly, their situations have since

changed. They spoke from the heart and similar stories will always be in the making

somewhere in my beloved rural Minnesota.

As for my personal story, I hope that, if nothing else, readers who feel called to the

visual arts will understand that art can lead one to the most unexpected places. For others, I

can't stress enough how the need to create can be all-consuming for some, and the de-

emphasis on the arts in public schools is, in my opinion, a tragedy for such individuals.
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BY LINDA CHRISTENSEN

EXCERPT FROM BOOK
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